
 

 

 

 
Abstract

Direct citizen participation in the creation of legal norms through general elections is increasingly common in the democracies of

the Americas, eastern and Western Europe, the United Kingdom and Australia. This form of civic practice has received

encouragement and criticism, but the fact of its growing recognition and use in public institutions from the municipality to the supra-

national organization is not disputed. Part I analyses certain legal historical aspects of the modern ascendance of direct democracy

in contemporary western hemisphere democracies, specifically with respect to the use and incidence of the initiative and

referendum, 3 and examines challenges and opportunities posed by mechanisms of direct democracy offers concluding

observations regarding both the institutional context and social environment in which they operate as part of the larger structures of

contemporary republics of the Americas that are characterized by representative government, constitutional judicial review, and the

rapid pace of modern communications. Part II, examines several particular legal models of the initiative and referendum commonly

in use in forty-nine (49) of the fifty (50) states of the United States of America, placing these within the limiting context of the federal

Constitution of 1787 and its amendments. Part III. considers the overall system of direct citizen participation in the creation of legal

norms under e the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela of 1999 and related law. The author is not a licensed

attorney in Venezuela, and offers only the preliminary observations of a comparative analyst. Part IV, offers concluding

observations, and is suggested that one area suitable for more in depth study in Venezuela is the relationship between the

mechanisms of political participation enumerated in Article 70 of the Constitution, and the overall system of constitutional judicial

review set forth in the constitution with respect to the content of norms produced by these mechanisms as well the processes and

entities which produce them. The author suggests as a general argument in the paper that whether one favors or opposes such

mechanisms, their widespread presence or recognition from the level of local organizations, up through supranational institutions

such as the Organization of American States, is not likely to be reversed in the near future. The success of these democratic tools)

depend not only upon 1. their own procedural safeguards, 2. judicial review of their legal products when genuine issues of

constitutional rights are raised, but also upon, 3. continued efforts to build integrity and discipline in the activity of all participants in

the democratic process particularly with respect to the development of advocacy, the development and use of accurate information

and its communication.
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